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The thorium 229Th isotope has attracted increased interest over the past few decades. This is related
to its extremely low-lying first excited state at ∼ 8 eV with long radiative lifetime of a few 103 s [1]. These
properties render 229Th an ideal candidate for a nuclear clock with outstanding properties promising a
variety of applications [2]. Just recently, the direct laser excitation of the isomeric transition has been
reported [3]. However, the experimental realization of the nuclear clock remains challenging due to its
relatively large uncertainty on the transition energy and the lack of narrowband VUV lasers.

Here, we investigate theoretically in the first place an approach to indirectly populate 229Th’s isomeric
state. We consider Electronic Bridge (EB) schemes in a VUV-transparent crystal environment doped
with 229Th. EB involves electronic defect states which appear in the band gap due to 229Th doping [4].
We present different EB schemes and the corresponding excitation rates for 229Th:LiCAF.

Once a more accurate determination of the transition energy is achieved and laser technology provides
narrowband VUV sources, one may proceed with resonant driving and metrology applications of 229Th.
To this end, we also study theoretically the interaction of 229Th with structured light, in particular optical
vortex beams carrying orbital angular momentum [5]. We investigate temporal and spatial dynamics in
a single 229Th ion resulting from resonant driving.
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